
PERSONALIZED SERVICE

GASTRONOMY ·  TASTE DISCOVERIES

HEALTH & WELLNESS ·  SPA BODYNA
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Alicante - Hospes Amérigo Granada - Hospes Palacio de los Patos Salamanca - Hospes Palacio de San Esteban

Cáceres - Hospes Palacio de Arenales & Spa Madrid - Hospes Puerta de Alcalá Seville - Hospes Las Casas del Rey de Baeza

Córdoba - Hospes Palacio del Bailío Mallorca - Hospes Maricel & Spa Valencia - Hospes Palau de la Mar

It is the place for relaxation, the place for rest and the place for sleep. The essence of hospitality

It's history, art, architecture, harmony, luminosity, noble materials, gastronomy, well-being, sustainable development, 

young, fresh and close service...

Tradition and Vanguard in Harmony

Destinations
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Locations
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Valencian stately home from the 19th century

This listed palace used to be a large stately home from the 19th century
which embodies the city’s maritime spirit and values. It is located in one
of the most beautiful and centrally located streets in Valencia, where art
and style come together and fill this original enclave with energy. It's
fascinating history awaits us, so we can discover with great care and
mystery something which is genuine and pure. The hotel is located in a
privileged area of the Eixample Noble area of the city, just 500 yards from
the old town and the Turia Gardens. This boutique hotel is the nearest to
the AVE high-speed train station located in the center of Valencia.

Valencia
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ROOMS

66 Rooms

42 Dreamer’s

8 Superior

10 Deluxe

1 Family Room

5 Junior Suites

1 Suite

TASTE DISCOVERIES

Ampar Restaurant

Lounge & Cocktail Bar

Room Service 24h

BODYNA Natural Care

Whirlpool

Sauna and Turkish Bath

Fitness

Massages and Treatments

MEETING ROOMS

Several meeting rooms for up to 200 people

Events can also be organized in the patio and other areas
around the hotel

Audiovisual equipment for hire
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Valencia

OTHER FEATURES AND SERVICES
Bathrobes, slippers, pillow menu, finest Egyptian cotton bed linen and terry toweling
WIFI. 
Internet Corner
Set of naturally scented amenities
Plasma TV. 
Music system in superior rooms and suites.
International daily press
Private Car Park

From the Airport A3: At only 20 minutes from the airport. Once you leave the airport, take the way to the city center and Plaza del
Ayuntamiento (City Hall square). Turn right at the square to Calle de Las Barcas (street). Straight until you get to the Puerta de la Mar square.
From there, turn right to Navarro Reverter where the hotel is located.

From Barcelona: Enter the city through the Avda. de Aragón. Cross the bridge named the same and turn right afterwards. Keep straight until the
end of the street and then turn left to Navarro Reverter where the hotel is located.
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Meeting Rooms
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Spaces




